Abstract

**Purpose:** To present a case of missed intraorbital wooden foreign body presented as soft tissue mass

**Case report:** We introduce a case of intraorbital wooden foreign body which presented with orbital soft tissue mass two years after trauma. A plain CT was requested which revealed a foreign body in the right orbit.

**Conclusion:** It is frequently difficult to identify and localize organic intraorbital foreign bodies despite modern day high-resolution imaging studies.
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Introduction

An orbital foreign body may lead to variety of signs, symptoms and clinical findings according to its size, location, velocity and composition. The patient may not recall a history of foreign body penetration. Often the entrance site of an organic foreign body is small and self-sealing, and a quiescent period of days to years may pass before the patient becomes symptomatic. In this report, we present an interesting case of a large wooden intraorbital foreign body (IOFB) retained for 2 years without symptoms and present with orbital soft tissue mass.

**Case report**

A two-year-old boy was involved in a fall that resulted in an injury of the right orbit with a wooden stick. He visited the emergency department in our hospital on the same day. Physical examination revealed a cut wound on the right upper lid. There was 2+ relative afferent pupillary defect in the right eye. At that time the computed tomography (CT) was requested which showed a low density object mimicking intraorbital air in the superomedial of orbit (Figure 1 A-C). The patient was admitted to the hospital to receive pulses of intravenous methylprednisolone for traumatic optic neuropathy, but the parents refused to complete the course of treatment and left the hospital against medical advice and did not come back for follow-up visits. Two years later, the patient presented with intermittent swelling in the right upper lid for the past six months.
On examination, visual acuity (VA) was 3/6 in the right eye and 6/6 in the left. There were moderate proptosis and restricted right eye movements, most notably on upward gaze. There was also a soft tissue swelling of the upper eyelid. Fundus examination was normal except for optic atrophy of the right eye. With impression of soft tissue mass, a plain CT was requested, which revealed right-sided periorbital and orbital edema, proptosis, and a foreign body in the right orbit (Figure 1 D-F). During the history taking, his parents recalled the trauma with wooden stick. Comparing to the CT which was performed at the time of injury, the foreign body showed substantial increase in density. These findings led to the assumption that the foreign body was made of wood. Under general anesthesia, orbital exploration was done and a wood stick 2.5 cm in length was surgically removed (Figure 2), and the sinus tract was irrigated with gentamicin sulfate. The postoperative course was uneventful and his ocular motility and cellulitis have been improved.

**Figure 1.** Left column (A-C): Axial and coronal CT of the orbit obtained at several hours after the accident shows the low-density IOFB (arrows). In acute phase the foreign body is more recognizable at bony window setting (C) comparing to soft tissue window (A). Right column (D-F): Axial and coronal CT taken two years after trauma show significant increase in density of IOFB.
**Discussion**

The orbital cavity can host a foreign body for a significant length of time without causing any symptoms; however, the retention of wooden foreign body often causes problems. They must be removed as they serve as a nidus for orbital infection. It is important to note that wooden foreign bodies often break during attempted removal. Thus, if there is recurrence of clinical symptoms the possibility of a retained foreign body should be considered.

Diagnosis of an impacted wooden substance is often difficult even with the use of advanced investigative procedures. The patient may present with various complications like granuloma, abscess or chronic discharging sinus through the palpebral skin. Moreover, the CT and histopathologic characteristics may mimic the features of chronic inflammatory disorders such as tuberculosis, sarcoidosis and idiopathic orbital inflammation.

CT is generally considered to be the gold standard for IOFBs. Despite improved resolution of CT scanners; however, wood and other organic IOFBs still present a diagnostic challenge. They could only be described as "probable intraocular foreign bodies" when reported by neuroradiologists experienced in reporting CT.

It is known that wooden foreign bodies can show minus Hounsfield unit (HU) due to their air-filled porous microstructure. Accordingly, they may mimic air in CT; a finding occasionally encountered in orbital trauma. However, the radiodensity of wood is variable and may be similar to that of the orbital structures specially fat and muscle.

It has also been reported that the HU of a wooden foreign body increases over the course of time. In the acute stage, the very low density of wood can mimic air bubbles. In this stage, intraorbital air may represent organic IOFB, orbital emphysema associated with sinus fracture, or inserted air during primary trauma; however, a single well defined radiolucency in the absence of sinus fracture should raise the possibility of wooden IOFB specially when there is a history of trauma with wood stick. In the subacute stage, wood assumes a moderate density and may be difficult to distinguish from surrounding orbital fat, which may account for the potential difficulty of recognition. In the chronic stage, the density of wood can become higher than that of extraocular muscles. Moreover, it may be associated with a foreign body reaction, which appears as a homogenous mass surrounding the foreign body, with a density similar to the orbital muscle. The temporal changes of the HU of wooden foreign bodies have been attributed to the replacement of the air within the foreign body by fluid. There have also been a few other proposed mechanisms for the HU change, including absorption of exudates, hematomas, and ossification.
In addition to CT, suspected IOFB and associated injuries may also be investigated with plain radiographs, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), depending on local expertise, facilities available, and the probable constitution of the IOFB. MRI can distinguish between air and wood and is more helpful in cases of organic IOFBs when CT is negative. MRI is, however, more expensive, less accessible, and requires pre-MRI imaging (plain radiographs and CT) to exclude metallic IOFBs in cases of orbital trauma. Regarding that bone windows of CT are more sensitive than soft tissue windows for detecting wooden foreign bodies (Figure 1C), they should be requested if we do not access to MRI or it was contraindicated.

Conclusion

In summary, a situation of orbital trauma and secondary orbital inflammatory syndrome must raise the suspicion of a foreign body of the orbit and motivate emergency imaging for optimal management of the disorder. Occasionally, the patient may not recall the trauma, and the role of precise history taking can not be overemphasized. The possibility of a wooden IOFB should be strongly suspected when there is intraorbital density below that of the surrounding intraorbital fat on CT. The follow-up CT several weeks later can make the wooden foreign body visible through increase in HU. However, MRI is more precise and time-honored and is recommended in this setting. Nonetheless, in some situations all of the current imaging modalities fail to confine a foreign body and surgical exploration is considered necessary.
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